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What do the customers say?
“Per has been our IT consultant and supporter for the past 6 years. In connection with a major
office relocation, he did a really good job in reinstalling our network, copy machine, computers
and server. Per’s knowledge of IT is comprehensive and he is quick to come up with new
solutions. He is dependable, service-minded, easy-going and pleasant to work with. We always
feel we are in good and competent hands when he takes on an assignment for us”.
Birgitte Svendsen, Syntax A/S
www.syntax.dk
“Per has provided IT solutions and services for our customers for many years. Per achieves his
results independently and always focuses on the needs of the clients. His assignments have
included the setting up of, and installing, routers, VPN-solutions, networks, computers,
printers, copy machines, servers etc. He is proficient in Novell and Microsoft Small Business
Servers and other Microsoft operating systems, and he has installed terminal servers and IP
phones for our accountant customers. Per has an extensive knowledge of IT, and he was
always provided intelligent and practical solutions to the satisfaction of our customers”.
Gustav Brock, Cactus Data ApS
www.cactus.dk
“I have used Per for various IT services over the last couple of years. I know very little about
IT, and it has been a tremendous help to have things explained in a non‒technical language
and still be confident that things have been handled efficiently”.
Anne Jacobsen, Erhvervspsykologisk Rådgivning ApS
www.annejacobsen.dk
“Per’s assistance has always been very competent. As a small company that provides courses
and seminars, we find it a relief to have nydata.dk as an IT partner, because our IT equipment
simply has to work. When working on an assignment, Per is very reliable, efficient and
particular, and he has an easy-going, attentive and pleasant personality”.
Terapi, supervision og kurser v/ Integreret dynamisk psykoterapeut Lotte Sandberg
www.lottesandberg.dk

